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Determine time offsets

 q Determine the visual similarity of image pairs
 q Based on full matching of SIFT descriptors and VLAD 
 q For a pair of images (Ii ,Ij )

   q SIFT similarity sij
S is determined as 

   

   q VLAD yields distances dij
V, which are transformed into  

    similarities 

 q All similarities above zero used

 q GPS is used optionally (if available)

 q Assuming constant offsets between galleries, a matching pair  
  contributes a constraint δp- δq = τij

Approach

Experiments
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 q Written as equation system: 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 q Iteratively solve using Jacobi method, and discard up to 10%  
  largest outliers 
 
Cluster sub-events

 q Initialize from subsequent images with high similarity

 q Merge clusters based on visual similarity, weighted by  
  time distance

Table 1: Submitted runs and their parameters (tmin = 120s and p = 10 for all runs).
Fig. 1: Results for time offsets.

Fig. 2: Results for event clustering.

Four runs

 q One with VLAD for both steps, others with SIFT only for  
  offsets and VLAD for clustering

 q Otherwise mainly similarity scores varied

 q Some parameter adjustments to take different size of data  
  sets into account

Results

 q Winter Olympics is more challenging

 q VLAD useful for event clustering, but not discriminative   
  enough for determining offsets

 q If galleries are aligned, accuracy is quite high

 q Clustering often oversegments with our methods – not all  
  measures seem to handle this equally well

 q Dependency of correct segmentation on correct offsets   
  not well reflected in results

run set vis.sim. θS θV θG α t

1 1,2 VLAD n/a 1.70 2.5 1.0
2 1 SIFT+VLAD 0.07 1.82 2.5 0.0
2 2 SIFT+VLAD 0.08 1.80 2.5 1.0
3 1 SIFT+VLAD 0.07 1.82 2.5 0.0
3 2 SIFT+VLAD 0.08 1.85 2.5 0.0
4 1 SIFT+VLAD 0.06 1.85 2.5 0.0
4 2 SIFT+VLAD 0.08 1.80 2.5 0.0

Table 1: Parameters of runs, tmin = 120 s and p = 10 .
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where gn ( i ) is a binary function, yielding 1 if I � G n , 0
otherwise. In order to deal with outliers, we iteratively solve
the equation system, and remove up to 10% of the largest
outliers. In each iteration, we use the Jacobi method to solve
the equation system.

2.2 Clustering Events
We initialise the event time line by grouping subsequent

images, which have visual similarity ( sV or sS ) above zero.
This will oversegment the event time line. In a next step,
we start regrouping these events based on visual similarity
and (optionally) temporal proximity. The distance between
two events i, j is determined as

dEij = α tmax(1 ,
|t̄i − t̄j |
tmin

)θ − max k � E i ,l � E j sk l, (4)

where t̄i is the mean time o�mages in event E i , α t is a
weight for using time information, θ is the similarity thresh-
old used (S or V) and sk l is the visual similarity between a
pair o�mages of which one belongs to E i and the other to
E j . Two events are merged if dEij < θmerge , where θmerge

has been set to θV + 0 .15.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We have submitted four runs, with the parameters listed

in Table 1. One observation of the experiments of the test
set was that full matching of SIFT descriptors is better for
determining gallery o�sets, which needs to find the single
most similar image from the other gallery. In contrast, the
event clustering needs a more global notion of similarity,
which is well covered by VLAD. Thus we have used VLAD
similarities for event clustering in all the runs. The results
for synchronisation are shown in Figure 1, and those for
clustering in Figure 2.

4. DISCUSSION
As already expected from the experiments on the devel-

opment set, VLAD is not discriminative enough for deter-
mining the image pairs for synchronisation, thus the results
of run 1 are much worse than the others. Our method only
manages to sychronise a fraction of the galleries correctly,
however, if a gallery is sychronised, the accuracy is rather
high. The results for the London data set are clearly bet-
ter than those for the Vancouver set. We think that this is
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Figure 1: Results for sychronisation.
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Figure 2: Results for clustering.

not so much related with the similarity to the development
set, but rather with the high visual similarity in Winter
Olympics (e.g., all ice based competitions have high simi-
larity). For clustering, the di�erences are not so clear, for
runs 2 and 3 the Vancouver results are even better than the
London ones according to Jaccard index and F-measure. In
general, the Rand index shows a quite di�erent picture than
the other two measures.
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